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Director’s Note
It is with great privilege that I write this note to inaugurate the quarterly compilation of our
research published by the G5 Internet Observatory (G5iO). This comes at an important
juncture when governments around the world are grappling with the emerging threats and
instability posed by digital technologies in the form of fake news and disinformation.
Digital has outgrown exponentially in the last decade rendering governments and their
traditional hierarchal structures unprepared to deal with the emerging threats and
opportunities presented by digital media. G5iO is essentially a product of these global
changes with an aim to study the digital space for both policy input and public awareness.
These have emerged as exciting areas of study. With our focus on studying fake news,
polarization, platform manipulation and hate speech, G5iO has taken the lead globally as
one of the first full-scale digital think tanks to leverage data analytics and emerging
technologies to study online and offline linkages.
As you will read through these pages, you will come to see the diversity and depth of our
research based on datasets and insights developed by a team of researchers, custom
trained and groomed to be part of this new world of research. As digitalization continues to
seep into the country and the world at large, we can expect exciting challenges and
opportunities that will disrupt and force us to re-imagine the world as we know it. In this
moment, then, adaptability and innovation are crucial growth factors. At G5iO, we have
wholeheartedly embraced both as part of our philosophy and practice.
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BIAS

TALKING AFGHANISTAN:
Discourse Analysis of Pakistan and US Based Experts on
Afghan War

01 Overview:
In the backdrop of fall of Kabul on
15th August, G5iO conducted a study
to understand the variations in the
narrative and analyses given by
different Afghan policy experts of
Pakistan and the US. In doing so, we
have analyzed their writings both on
social media and mainstream media.
The goal of this exercise is to show the
(in)consistency in the statements and
narrative on the Afghanistan from
both groups of experts.
After finalizing the list, we downloaded
their Twitter timelines. According to our
collected data the experts from the US
tweeted
11,952
times
whereas
Pakistani scholars tweeted 15,885
times in total. Next, we combined the
data and filtered out only those tweets
that were in English and focused only
on Afghanistan. We did that by using a
string search of keywords (i.e.,
Afghanistan, Afghan). This resulted in a
total of 3232 tweets, 1626 from the US
and 1606 from Pakistani experts, thus
comprising our final data set for
analysis. As for traditional media, we
looked for their published online news
or op-eds in different national and
international
newspapers
to
understand their narrative and policy
inputs which subsequently served as
additional
data
informing
our
discourse analysis.
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02 Methodology:
The purpose for nuance and
balanced analysis we picked five
academics and policy experts from
each the US and Pakistan who have
been writing on Afghanistan. We
focused particularly on those with an
active presence on Twitter by drawing
on their various stances and
assessments as presented on their
Twitter timelines.

US Experts (Affiliation)
Christine Fair (Georgetown University)
Elizabeth Threlkeld (Stimson Center)
Peter Lavoy (Policy Maker)
Joshua White (Brookings Institution)
Michael Kugelman (Wilson Center)

Pakistan Experts (Affiliation)
Muhammad Amir Rana (Pakistan
Institute of Peace Studies)
Amna Khan (Institute of Strategic Studies
Islamabad)
Ejaz Haider (Journalist)
Maleeha Lodhi (Diplomat)
Zahid Hussain (Journalist/Policy Analyst)
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03 Social Media Analysis:
Tweeting behavior
The first thing we looked at was the tweeting frequency behaviour of both groups. The
graph below indicates that while both groups have similar behaviour, there are however
certain differences. Experts in Pakistan began discussing the Afghanistan issue as early
as 2019 when the possible US-Taliban deal was in sight. As such, they remained
consistent in their frequency of tweets related to Afghanistan throughout 2019-20. In
contrast, US experts remained mostly silent on Afghanistan and only began talking
about the issue around after the spring of 2020. Their frequency of tweets however,
picked up as the US-withdrawal neared.

FREQUENCY OF TWEETS ON AFGHANISTAN
BY BOTH PAK & US EXPERTS

35

Narrative (di/con) vergence

In addition to how often they were talking about Afghanistan, we wanted to know
what exactly was being said as well. In order to do that, we conducted a
correlational analysis of their most frequently used words to know whether both
groups were looking at Afghanistan via a similar or differing perceptual lens when
it comes to Afghanistan. The following graph shows that both groups talked about
the ‘Taliban’, ‘peace process’ and ‘Kabul government’ along similar lines
However, there were some key divergences worth noting. For example, the US
experts often talked about ‘US-withdrawal’, ‘America’s plan’ and ‘troops’. Whereas,
Pakistani experts appeared to focus more on ‘dialogue’, (the) ‘future’, and their
‘relationship with Afghans’.

CORRELATION OF WORDS
Correla�on of Words
Used inUsed
Tweets
Pak
& US
based
in Tweetsby
by Pak
& US Based
Afghan
Experts Afghan Experts

PAKISTAN

1.000%

0.100%

0.010%

0.010%
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0.100%

US

1.000%
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The red-regression line predicts the likelihood of words used in the tweets by both the US
and Pakistani experts. Additionally, words that are further from the red lines represents no
relationship in terms of their usage between the two group of experts.

Topical analysis:
Next, we wanted to explore their
narrative even further and offer a
computational thematic analysis. In
doing so, we used an unsupervised
machine learning technique of topic
modelling that uses the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) algorithm to classify
main themes. The topic modelling of
tweets from both groups adds further
nuance to the analysis.
The following graphs indicate the
differing uses and prevalence of
specific topics. In the case of the US,
one can see that their experts always
discussed the US-withdrawal policy
which gradually picked up pace as the
withdrawal deadline withdrawal came
closer. Whereas references to the
peace process and negotiations rarely
made an appearance in their tweets.

On the other hand,
Pakistani-experts have mostly
talked about the ‘Afghan people’,
the ‘on-going talks’, and the ‘peace
process’. In addition to this,
Pakistani experts were quite diverse
in their tweets where they offered
their opinions on a broader range
of issues and hence, did not focus
on just one specific issue.

TOPIC MODELLING OF TWEETS BY US BASED EXPERTS

Topic Modelling of Tweets by US-Based Experts
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TOPIC MODELLING OF TWEETS BY PAKISTAN BASED EXPERTS

Topic Modelling of Tweets by US-Based Experts
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The figure illustrates topic modeling that through mathematical method classify similar
words used in tweets and cluster them together. Moreover, one can see in the figure
above that tweets by Pakistani experts when talked on Afghanistan can be classified in
four different topics and each topic is further represented by four key terms. Similarly, the
US experts’ themes are also classified by calculating their usage of key terms into four
distinct topics and the prevalence of each theme over a period of time.

Echo-chambers and homophily
In our study, we wanted to understand
whose opinion these experts valued and
whether there was a convergence
between them on the issue of Afghanistan.
In order to do this, we conducted a social
network analysis where we took two
metrics:
mentions,
and
retweets
under-consideration. This analysis offered
interesting insights.
The network on the left-hand shows that the
US-based experts often mentioned or
retweeted each other especially when it
came to the Afghanistan issue. Hence,
there was a strong inter-connectivity or
echo chamber like structure suggesting
propagation of a similar narrative.
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On the contrary, the Pakistan-based
experts often held diverse views on
Afghanistan where only two experts
(Zahid Hussain and Amina Khan)
were found to have often converged
on the Afghanistan issue. The rest
however tended to be more
independent from each other’s
views. Hence, their opinion was not
propagated within specific
communities and instead resonated
in a wider audience.

Analytics &
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TOP 5 COMMUNITIES OF
US-BASED AFGHAN EXPERTS
Top 5 Communi�es of US-Based Afghan Experts

TOP 5 COMMUNITIES OF
PAK-BASED AFGHAN EXPERTS
Top 5 Communi�es of Pak-Based Afghan Experts

Furthermore, it is interesting t-o see that the experts in Pakistan continued
mentioning/retweeting “US4AfghanPeace” tweets. It is the account of Zalimay Khalilzad
who represented the US and struck a deal with the Taliban in May 2020. Interestingly, he
is not mentioned or retweeted among the US policy experts who propagated and
amplified the views of people who also held opinions similar to their own.

Sentiment analysis
Lastly, we aimed at conducting a sentiment analysis to understand the tone and
emotions that were being communicated by each group of experts. The following
visualization show clear variations between the sentiments expressed by both
groups. For instance, the experts from the US were increasingly more negative as the
US-withdrawal came closer. In contrast, the experts from Pakistan talked more
positively at least after 2019. As such, their score of negative tweets is also less than
that of the US-experts, i.e., -4 and -6.

7

SENTIMENT SCORE OF TWEETS POSTED
BY EACH GROUP ON AFGHANISTAN
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DIGITAL VS MAINSTREAM MEDIA:
Mapping Coverage Bias During the Israel Palestine
Escalation

01 Overview:
As violence escalated between Israeli
forces and Palestinians over the last
three weeks, there has emerged a
contentious debate over how this
conflict has been reported over some
of the most popular news outlets
worldwide. This includes long-ranging
issues over how the broader discourse
related to the Israel-Palestinian
problem has been framed particularly
in terms of the biases inherent in
certain media reports on such
sensitive issues.

03 Findings/Analyses
A total of 320 articles covering the
Israel-Palestine issue were published in
the New York Times and The Guardian
(UK) over the course of two weeks, with
frequency increasing as the issue
escalated. Data from Google Trends,
for the keyword “Israel Palestine
Conflict”, follows a similar trajectory.

02 Objectives
Our study attempts to cover the entire
duration from the start of the
escalation (8th May) to its tail end
(23rd May) when the ceasefire was
announced, and its immediate
aftermath.

Data points:
Google Trends
Twitter
320 Headlines from the New York Times
and The Guardian (UK).
Date: 8th May to 23rd May ‘21

FREQUENCY OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED BY DATE

94

GOOGLE TRENDS (WORLDWIDE): “ISRAEL PALESTINE CONFLICT”

Insight 1
There was a clear divergence of reporting/coverage of the issue between mainstream
and digital media, with Social Media Sentiment being overwhelmingly pro-Palestine.

NYT & THE GUARDIAN
(UK) HEADLINES
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VS

SOCIAL MEDIA SENTIMENT
(TWITTER)
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Insight 2
The NYT and The Guardian were more cautious in their reporting of the Palestinian
suffering compared to the Israeli viewpoint that was more openly projected.
Both the NYT and The Guardian demonstrated a pro-Israel bias, however not in terms of
their support of Israel but in their reluctance in reporting criticism on Israel.

SENTIMENT OF NYT & THE GUARDIAN (UK) HEADLINES
DURING THE CLASHES

Insight 3
There is clear evidence of the NYT and The Guardian having closely pegged their
reporting to the changing US national security policy posturing on this issue. The graph
shows that mainstream media coverage of the issue closely followed the curve of
changing US officials’ statements.

CONVERGENCE BETWEEN MEDIA HEADLINES & US POLICY STATEMENTS
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Insight 4
Social Media demonstrated by and large a pro-Palestinian sympathy and viewpoint
questioning the neutrality of mainstream media houses in their reporting bias

SPCIAL MEDIA SENTIMENT BASED ON KEY HASHTAGS

Conclusion
There was a clear
pro-Israeli bias in
both US policy
statements and
Western Media
coverage particularly during the first
few days of the
escalation.

12

As the US found it
increasingly difficult to justify Israeli
aggression, official
policy statements
and media coverage assumed a
more neutral tone.

Coverage and
interest in the issue
declined rapidly
after the ceasefire
and purported
de-escalation.
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TWITTER & FACEBOOK:
A Study in Bias

01 Overview:
Social media giants, Facebook and Twitter, receive thousands of requests from
governments for user data, account information and legal action against certain
individuals. However, their compliance with these request shows discrepancies, where
the US and other Western countries have the highest compliance rate and the
framework to deal with social media platforms through local offices. The difference in
compliance rates of Twitter and Facebook and their reluctance to open local offices in
countries like Pakistan shows an inherent bias in how they deal with governments
around the world.

02 Methodology:
For the study, we analyze the data
provided by Facebook and Twitter to
examine the number of government
information
specified,

requests,
and

the

accounts

corresponding

compliance rate for these requests

Twitter Compliance
Twitter Compliance rate is highest
with Western countries and the US.
Twitter has 0% compliance rate with
Pakistan and several other countries.

originating from specific countries.

COUNTRIES WITH HIGHEST AND LOWEST
COMPLIANCE RATE WITH TWITTER

4
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United States has highest Twitter Compliance rate of 74% in the world. Almost 50% of
twitter account information requests come from two countries, The Unites States and The
United Kingdom.

TWITTER COMPLIANCE WITH UNITED STATES

14
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A comparison between
Pakistan and India shows that
India made almost 7% of global
Information requests while
Pakistan made less than 1%.
Twitter Compliance with India
was 8% while no request from
Pakistan was processed.

COMPARISON OF TWITTER COMPLIANCE WITH INDIA AND PAKISTAN

155

Twitter Compliance rate is
higher in countries where it has
local offices and a framework to
comply with local laws and
regulations.

PHYSICAL PRESENCE AND COMPLIANCE RATE
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Facebook
Compliance
Facebook has highest
compliance rate with
the United States, while
compliance with
Pakistan is less than
that for India and
Bangladesh.

FACEBOOK COMPLIANCE RATE WITH SELECT COUNTRIES

FACEBOOK COMPLIANCE RATE WITH UNITED STATES

Facebook compliance
rate of 89% with the
United States is highest
in the world.
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Out of 1816 requests for
data from Pakistan,
Facebook only
processed 21% of those
requests. However, out
of 40,300 requests for
data from India,
Facebook processed
more than 52% requests
- that is, 21000 requests
were processed.

FACEBOOK COMPLIANCE RATE WITH PAKISTAN

FACEBOOK COMPLIANCE RATE WITH INDIA
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DISINFO

DISINFORMATION AND PROPAGANDA
CAMPAIGN TO SABOTAGE AFGHAN PEACE
PROCESS
01 Overview:
G5iO undertook extensive data
analytics to deconstruct coordinated
disinformation and info-ops being
undertaken by both India and
Afghanistan to derail Afghan Peace
Process and target Pakistan.
Evidence indicates extensive use of
bots, coordinated network behavior
and fake news pushed across
multiple SM platforms.
Frequency and intensity of these
campaigns increased dramatically
over the last 3 months once:
1. US announced a final withdrawal
date
2. The Taliban gained military victories

20

02 Methodology:
1. Twitter data was scraped from May
2020 – Aug 2021
2.The data indicated key narratives,
networks and user accounts running
disinformation operations
3. Insights were developed using
comparative analysis of online
hashtag activity with offline political
and regional security events
4. Artificial activity was defined as any
activity from accounts that were
engaging in platform manipulation,
were recently created and pushing
inorganic content

4
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03 Key Narratives:
Key narratives in the coordinated disinformation campaign led by India and
Afghanistan are as follows:

21

04 Timeline
The following outlines the social
media hashtags centered on
state run disinformation
campaigns by both India and
Afghanistan:

22
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05 Details of Coordinated Network Activity
The following highlights how most of these campaigns:
1. Were built on common narratives being propagated by both countries
2. Comprised of known state linked accounts
3. Comprised of a considerable level of artificial activity

Example:
#SanctionPakistan
The hashtag
#SanctionPakistan
presents a good example
of this analysis
1. It was used intermittently
since June 2016 by Indian
backed propaganda
accounts.
2. This changed in June
2021, when it was pushed
mostly by Afghan backed
accounts

235

Even now, more
than half of the
content linked to
this propaganda
campaign is
emanating from
Afghanistan

The same hashtag was
artificially pushed on 9th
and 10th August by mostly
Indian and Afghan
sponsored accounts to
around 500k+ tweets; out
of which 65% of the
activity was artificially
generated. The graphs
below show clear spikes in
such artificial activity
during the mentioned
times

24
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Sample of #SanctionPakistan content pushed on 10th August
from Afghan, Indian and domestic hostile networks

25
5
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Sample of Content propagated
The following hashtags & tweets
present just a glimpse of the kind
of content & narratives being
pushed by both Indian & Afghan
sponsored content mills.

Pushed by India
01 #CivilWarInPakistan

02 #BlacklistPakistan

27
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03 #14AugustBlackDay

04 #MutinyInPakArmy

28
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05 #DroneAttack

Pushed by Afghanistan
01 #SanctionPakistan (July 2021)

29

02 #PakistanLostInLaghman

30
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ANNEX:
Disinformation Campaign Against Pakistan

#PakMustStopProxyWarInAfg

#EndPakProxyWarInAfg

1. Total Tweets: 439
2. Potential Reach: 273780
3. Started On: 2021-06-15 | 09:21:00
4. Started By: @I_Jabarkhail
5. Bot Activity: 22.19%
6. Top Tweeting Location: Afghanistan
7. Key People: @sohailnoorkhan,
@I_Jabarkhail

1. Total Tweets: 18593
2. Potential Reach: 35917606
3. Started On: 2021-07-09 | 20:27:10
4. Started By: @afghan_youths
5. Bot Activity: 35.4%
6. Top Tweeting Location: Afghanistan
7. Key People: @pashtonnaseer,
@achakzai__raziq

#PakistanLostInLaghman

#StopPakistaniInvasion

1. Total Tweets: 5451
2. Potential Reach: 5138530
3. Started On: 2021-05-27 | 18:24:56
4. Started By: @ata_afghanistan
5. Bot Activity: 33.8%
6. Top Tweeting Location: Afghanistan
7. Key People: @kabul_voice

1. Total Tweets: 6438
2. Potential Reach: 7538662
3. Started On: 2021-07-09 | 20:27:10
4. Started By: @afghan_youths
5. Bot Activity: 35.4%
6. Top Tweeting Location: Afghanistan

#PakistanAgainstNSA

#MutinyInPakArmy

1. Total Tweets: 9877
2. Potential Reach: 10938566
3. Started On: 2021-06-07 | 18:17:10 4.
Started By: @lufvmwecdwsrw6r
5. Bot Activity: 36.1%
6. Top Tweeting Location: Afghanistan
7. Key People: @t0bhdhkursjx5zw,
@anisfrotan

1. Total Tweets: 375
2. Potential Reach: 110635
3. Started On: 2019-08-16 | 14:36:48
4. Started By: @veteranjeev
5. Bot Activity: 21.81%
6. Top Tweeting Location: India
7. Key People: @veteranjeev,
@dramjadmirza
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#PakChinaNexus

#CivilWarInPakistan

1. Total Tweets: 1000
2. Potential Reach: 331922
3. Started On: 2017-07-27 | 12:18:16
4. Started By: @roypp22
5. Bot Activity: 37.68%
6. Top Tweeting Location: India
7. Key People: @roypp22, @tahassiddiqui

1. Total Tweets: 92976
2. Potential Reach: 238929358
3. Started On: 2013-01-11 | 21:21:18
4. Started By: @theedge37
5. Bot Activity: 40.26%%
6. Top Tweeting Location: India
7. Key People: @himansh52521723,
@meghupdates

#BlacklistPakistan

#SanctionPakistan

1. Total Tweets: 24759
2. Potential Reach: 99928656
3. Started On: 2015-03-15 | 23:03:27
4. Started By: @meenadasnarayan
5. Bot Activity: 24.4%
6. Top Tweeting Location: India
7. Key People: @shilpa p, @kakar_harsha

1. Total Tweets: 378089
2. Potential Reach: 194727016
3. Started On: 2021-07-30 | 20:54:22
4. Started By: @jason_c_howk
5. Bot Activity: 65%
6. Top Tweeting Location: Afghanistan
7. Key People: @calxandr @Habibkha
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PANJSHIR FILES:
Fake News & Bias in Indian Media Coverage of
Afghanistan

01 Summary:
Amidst the unfolding collapse of the
Ghani Government over the last
month, there has been a marked
increase in disinformation and fake
news proliferating throughout Indian
Media related to the Afghanistan
conflict.
The following study shows how Indian
media networks have not only
remained biased in favor of the NRF
but have comprised mostly of fake
reports and analyses.

02 Methodology:
The report is based on Twitter data
from 3 major Indian news networks:
The Republic, Times Now and India
Today
Data includes all tweets, news reports
and commentary related to Panjshir
over the last 15 days.

03 Insights:
Predominant Use of Fake News:

39% of all coverage related to Panjshir was outright fake news. More than half (51%) of
all coverage related to Pakistan in relation to Afghanistan was outright fake news

33

With regards to the ratio between fake News and factual reporting, more than half
(54%) of the reporting related to Panjshir by Times Now consisted of fake and/or
unverified claims being pushed by the NRF.

Coverage Bias:

About 67% of total coverage
related to Panjshir favored
the NRF’s stance, with the
remaining 33% comprising
of statements and claims by
Taliban officials.

Within that, out of the three
networks analyzed, India
Today’s coverage, while still
pushing some fake news,
appeared the most
balanced with regards to
providing nearly equal
space to both sides. The
Republic and Times Now on
the other hand were clearly
biased in their coverage
towards the NRF.
34
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04 Evidence of Fake News Propagated from

Indian Media

1. Using video clips from video games
as evidence of Pakistan attacking
Panjshir.

2. Footage from an RAF training exercise
of an F15 (a plane which Pakistan
doesn’t fly) being falsely portrayed as a
PAF jet in Panjshir.

3. Using an old image of crashed US F-16 in Arizona
portraying it a downed PAF F-16 in Panjshir.

Conclusion

Hence, based on the above, the overwhelming presence of bias and extensive reliance
on fake news marks one of the most salient features that have come to characterize
Indian media over the past few weeks.
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MAPPING NETWORK BEHAVIOR AND
COORDINATED ACTIVITY
A Study on Indian Info Ops

01 Overview:
This study maps the deeply integrated
and coordinated social media
campaigns of Indian Info Ops
networks against its regional rivals
(China and Pakistan)

02 Methodology:
The data analyzed comprises over
120k tweets from the last 3 years (Jan
2018 – Oct 2021)
Findings were derived from:

It does this by examining tweets
related to Pakistan and China by
some of the most prominent Indian
voices on Twitter: 3 Indian journalists, 4
former military experts, and 3
sock-puppet accounts

1. Textual analysis of the most

It shows how these accounts are part
of a coordinated network of verified
accounts linked with key state
institutions and individuals all pushing
a synchronous and specific narrative
targeting its neighbors

frequent interactions between key

frequently recurring themes and
hashtags specifically on Pakistan and
China
2. Network analysis of the most
accounts and their immediate
clusters

03 Textual Analysis
Key Findings
There is a marked and coordinated specificity in terms of how these accounts have
projected an increasingly hawkish stance on Pakistan and China
The most prominent themes associated with Pakistan and China are related to terrorism,
ceasefire/ border violations and propaganda Tweeting patterns related to each country
were strongly correlated around the following key events:
1. Hawkish statements related to Pakistan were predominantly based around the Balakot
air- strikes, and the revocation of Article 370 in the disputed J&K region around 2019
2. Those related to China saw a significant rise as the LAC standoff intensified over the
summer of 2020

36
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Defense/ Security Journalists

No of Tweets referring to Pakistan & China
(Jan ’18 – Sept ’21)

Top 5 Them es

(By no of times mentioned)

Top 5 Hashtags
(By no of tweets)

37

Top Phrases related to P akistan

Top Phrases related to China

Former Military Experts

No of Tweets referring to Pakistan & China (Jan ’18 – Sept ’21)
Ar�cle 370 revoked
LAC Standoﬀ
Changing situa�on
in Afghanistan

Balakot Air Strikes
FATF related
pressure

38

PTI Govt wins elec�ons

Taliban
form govt
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Top 5 Them es

(By no of times mentioned)

Top Phrases related to P akistan

Top 5 Hashtags
(By no of tweets)

Top Phrases related to China
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Sock-Puppet Accounts

*This account has since been deactivated by twitter

No of Tweets referring to Pakistan & China (Jan ’18 – Sept ’21)
Taliban form govt

Changing situa�on
in Afghanistan
LAC Standoﬀ
Ar�cle 370 revoked

Balakot Air Strikes
PTI Govt wins elec�ons

Top 5 Them es

(By no of times mentioned)
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Top 5 Hashtags
(By no of tweets)
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Top Phrases related to P akistan

Top Phrases related to China

04 Network Analysis
Key Findings
1. The relationships shown below are based on a set frequency of interactions between
these accounts in the form of mentions, retweets, quotes, and replies
2. Each cluster represents how the above-mentioned accounts are linked with one
another as well as official state accounts such as the HMO and ADG PI
3. The journalists and military experts being analyzed act as conduits between official
narratives at the state level (top left) and hyper nationalized hawkish stances at the
sock-puppet/ info ops levels (bottom right)

Conclusion
1. There has been a marked surge in
Indian information warfare against
Shiv Aroor

Gaurav Sawant
Lt Gen Satish Dua

Pakistan and China following the 2018
Gaurav Arya

elections in Pakistan

Maj Gen Harsha Kakar

Aditya Raj Kaul

2. Much of this conversation is
coordinated between different sets of
networks and actors used to amplify
the Indian state’s official narrative into
increasingly hyper-nationalistic rhetoric

@TheWolfpackIN

@DfIlite

3. The narratives being pushed are
centered on framing Pakistan as a state
sponsor of terror, and China as a
hegemonic aggressor in the South
Asian region
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INCIDENTAL AND DIVERGENT MEDIA ATTENTION
ON AFGHANISTAN: A Comparative Analysis of US,
Pakistani, and Indian Newspapers

01 Overview:

02 Methodology:

The US-withdrawal from Afghanistan
and the Fall of Kabul (to the Taliban)
were extensively covered across
global media. Countries such as the
US, India and Pakistan had greater
stakes in the fallout of two-decade
long Afghan war and as a result have
led to media discourses with a certain
focus on Afghanistan. We conducted
a study to analyze the coverage of
Afghanistan-related news published
between August and September
within each of these countries to (a)
compare the frequency of media
coverage across all three countries,
(b) examine any variations in the
several ways the issue was covered,
and (c) assess any specific slant in
the coverage which could reflect the
policy of the respective countries on
this issue.

In the pursuit of the above-mentioned
goals, we chose three top-tier
newspapers from each country (see,
Table 1). To obtain the data, we relied
on the LexisNexis database and
applied a keyword-based search to
obtain the relevant data. The search
query parameters were two keywords,
i.e., “US-Withdrawal” and “Taliban”
published between 1st August to 15th
September. The final dataset
comprised of 3684 articles published
in nine newspapers over the span of
six weeks.

Table 1:
Distribution of Newspaper Articles

Country

Newspaper

Number of
Articles

United States

USA Today
Los Angeles Times
New York Times

58
162
898

Pakistan

Dawn
The News
Express Tribune

296
303
166

India

The Times of India
Hidustan Times
The Hindu

501
1042
258

Total

3684

434

Insight 1
An analysis of the frequecy of the articles publsihed in different media outlets show that
the attention given by the media to the Afghanistan issue spiked particularly when
Kabul fell to the Taliban.
However, when comparing across all three countries it was rather Indian newspapers
that seemed to have been extensively covering this issue. Additionally, the media
coverage of the issue was rather incidental which significantly reduced after the
completion of the US military drawdown.

Insight 2
Next, we wanted to explore the nature and characteristics of the coverage across all
three countries. However, to add further nuance and examine the variations, we divided
the data between coverage before 15th Aug, (the day Kabul fell to the Taliban) and
articles published between 16th August and 15th September.
The first plot shows significant variance in the coverage of the issue across all three
countries. For example, Indian newspapers focused on discussing the ‘security’ situation
of Kabul and much of the debate remained on the Afghan “President” before the city fell.
Moreover, Indian papers substantially discussed Afghan issue in conjunction with
Pakistan; hence explaining why ’Pakistan’ was the third most used word in Indian
coverage of the Afghanistan issue.
In contrast, media coverage in Pakistan remained focused on the “political”, “border”,
and “refugee” issues. While coverage in the US was mostly aimed at getting their “troops”
out of the “war” zone and making sure the “security” situation does not deteriorate.
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Lastly, we aimed at conducting a sentiment analysis to understand the tone and
emotions that were being communicated by each group of experts. The following
visualization show clear variations between the sentiments expressed by both groups.
For instance, the experts from the US were increasingly more negative as the
US-withdrawal came closer. In
contrast, the experts from
Pakistan
talked
more
positively at least after 2019.
As such, their score of
negative tweets is also less
than that of the US-experts,
i.e., -4 and -6.

When the city fell to the Taliban however, there was a marked change in coverage
across all three countries. For instance, in Indian media’s coverage, the most important
subject became “pakistan” and the increasing influence of “china”. In Pakistani
newspapers, coverage moved on from discussing ‘internal challenges’ to covering the
issue in light of the myriad “economic”, “political”, and “military” implications of the
taliban takeover. As for the US, media coverage primarily remained the same while
continuing to discuss the safe return of “american”, “military”, troops and “security”.
Certain topics such as “women” “rights” remained common among all three countries.

Insight 3
In order to gain more insight, we looked at each country’s coverage of the most
frequent words that were more often used in relation with one another. The following
graph thus shows the most frequent words written in Indian newspapers on the
issue of Afghanistan. The placement of the words in the center of the network
highlights the importance of certain word whereas, a thicker line indicates the
higher frequency of such words. The Indian coverage offers some interesting
insights.
For example, the word “Pakistan” placed right near the center of the network
indicates its considerable importance within Indian media’s coverage and framing
of the Afghanistan issue. Moreover, the structure of the network indicates that the
coverage remained more focused on issues related to the Taliban gaining “control”
and “support”.
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With regards to Pakistani newspapers, greater emphasis was laid
on much broader issues concerning Afghanistan. The presence of
words like “peace”, “people”, “women, and “economic” indicates
that newspapers in Pakistan were more focused on discussing the
more real world implications and fallout of the US-withdrawal on
both the region and on Afghanistan.
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As for in the US, media coverage remained fixated on a more short term, current events
focused approach, specifically on “security” related issues. The concentration of
frequently used words indicated the problems faced by the US at the Kabul “airport”,
and the IS terror attack that had killed scores of Afghans and American soldiers. Also, the
placement of centralised words such as “war” clearly shows the US media’s preference
for discussing the conflict only in light of recent events that unfolded after the Taliban
took over Kabul.

Insight 4
Lastly, we were interested to see if any newspaper irrespective of its country of
publication covered the issue with a more positive and hopeful tone as opposed
to a pessimistic one. For this we conducted a sentiment analysis for each
Newspaper’s coverage of the issue. The figure below clearly indicates that none of
the papers covered the issue of the US-withdrawal on a positive note, i.e., the end
of a two-decades long war. Understandably, US media was alot more negative in
its coverage despite ending a long war and spending over a trillion dollars.
Interestingly, Indian newspapers were also quite negative. Pakistani newspapers
however, although negative in general, were relatively far less negative in their
coverage than Indian and US based publications.
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Insight 5
It is also worth mentioning that while doing the analysis, it was observed that Pakistan
was excessively mentioned alongside the Afghanistan situation especially within Indian
news media. Accordingly, we first wanted to see which papers covered Pakistan the
most and since a news article can have the word Pakistan in any context we took a
different approach and looked only at the headlines that had “Pakistan” featured
prominently. Interestingly, the frequency graph showed that India abundantly covered
Pakistan, while US media published only 5 articles that had the word “Pakistan” in their
headlines. Indian newspapers had published as many as 73 articles headlining
‘Pakistan’ over the period of six weeks.
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In addition to the frequency, we also looked at the sentiment expressed in those
Pakistan-related headlines. Unsurprisingly, Indian media excessively published on
Pakistan with a negative tone, with ‘The Hindu’ leading this effort. Interestingly, all three
newspapers from India covered Pakistan negatively whereas from the US only The New
York Times covered Pakistan and that too not as negatively as compared to Indian
newspapers.

Conclusion
From this study, we can draw the following conclusions:
1. The uptick in the coverage of Afghanistan was incidental and followed the
principles of news value, i.e., as the issue lost its value it gradually disappeared
from the media
2. The amount of media attention paid to the US-withdrawal was linked to the
proximity and national interests of each country.
3.Discussion in the coverage primarily revolved around themes related to
international security in the glaring absence of a more human angle.
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DIGITAL DIPLOMACY
Tweet Patterns of World Leaders
01 Overview:
G5iO looked at the tweeting patterns of the most active heads of state on Twitter. These
include @narendramodi, @JoeBiden, @RTErdogan, @ImranKhanPTI, @HHShkMohd,
@KingSalman, @EmmanuelMacron, @BorisJohnson, @JustinTrudeau, @KremlinRussia,
@BorisJohnson and @netanyahu.

02 Methodology:
1. Twitter data was scraped from
Twitter rest API of last 3200 tweets of
each Leader.
2. We crunched over 33 thousand
tweets and analyzed them.

Insight 1:
The weekly frequency of tweets by world
leaders has increased by thousand folds
in the last few years. Twitter has become
a tool for public diplomacy for world
leaders. Western leaders are
comparatively more active than Eastern
leaders on Twitter.
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Insight 2:
Eastern leaders mostly tweeted about issues such as Kashmir, money
laundering and domestic politics. Key issues that concerned Western
Leaders included Brexit, the Afghan war and health care.

The most frequent words used by these leaders are as follows:
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Insight 3
Western leaders retweet more posts on Twitter than Eastern leaders.

Insight 4
Eastern leaders have more followers on Twitter
than western leaders owing to the large
following of Modi and Imran Khan.
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POLITICS OF NARRATIVES:
How Images Reinforce Fragility in Afghanistan
G5iO undertook a data-driven discourse analysis over how Afghanistan has been
depicted online over the last 20 years across different media, policy and development
platforms.

01 Summary:
Our findings show that discourse on
Afghanistan has been dominated
largely by 2-3 International NGOs, US
Think Tanks and Media outlets that
have maintained a more or less
consistent narrative online.
In addition, all three of the above
perspectives have officially towed the
US foreign policy narrative on
Afghanistan
Consequently, when viewed through
a postcolonial lens Afghans have
been “dehumanized” and “othered”
throughout
media, policy
and
development discourses, (especially
when viewed through an American
lens)
Pakistan has been discussed, linked
and directly alluded to throughout the
entire narrative on Afghanistan

03 Findings:
Throughout the last 20 years, the
key discourse setting platforms on
Afghanistan across media, policy
and development perspectives
were
led
by
the
following
organizations:
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02 Methodology:
1. Our method involved taking a
random sample of media, policy and
development
reports
related
to
Afghanistan for each year between
2001 - 2021.
2. Our focus was on analyzing the
source, wording used and associated
imagery for Afghanistan year on year
to examine how this discourse has
evolved.
3. Over 100 Images associated with the
reports were qualitatively analyzed
and coded into the following
categories based on their recurring
prevalence:
a. War
b. Human Suffering
c. Everyday Life
d. Neutral
Similarly, headlines of the articles and
reports, were also coded and
categorized as follows:
a. Combating Terror
b. Nation Building
c. War Weariness
d. Withdrawal
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Each of these focused on the
above themes of Combating Terror,
Nation Building, War Weariness and
the US Withdrawal depending on
changing US policy over the
period analyzed

This is also confirmed by the prevalence of
the most prominent words used throughout
these reports in their titles and headlines:

Similarly, an analysis of the
changing kinds of imagery
employed throughout media,
policy and development
discourses presents a similar story.
In effect, coming back full circle to
a conflict that was never really
defined nor properly understood to
begin with.

To see how these narratives and their
associated imagery have evolved over
time, please follow the link in the QR code
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In summary, even a cursory look at the kind of imagery employed throughout the various
phases of this conflict, correlates directly with the changing narrative that is reflective of
the United States’ Afghanistan Policy over the last 20 years.
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HOW THE UYGHUR ISSUE HAS BEEN FRAMED
ACROSS GLOBAL MEDIA - A Snapshot

01 Overview:
G5iO undertook a discourse-based analysis of popular international media outlets and
their coverage of the Uyghur issue over the last two years. The study aims to analyse how
the issue has been (a) reported in the international media, (b) key themes and
narratives that were propagated and (c) any similarities/differences in the chosen
media agencies’ reporting of the Uyghur issue.

02 Methodology:
Data Points:

1. 320 news articles from the New
York Times, The Guardian, TRT and Al
Jazeera (1st December 2019 – 1st
September 2021).
2. Google Trends Data (1st
December 2019 – 1st September
2021).

Insight 1:
An analysis of the frequency and timing
of the news articles published shows that
the coverage of Uyghur issue is more
related to the US-China trade war.

3. Twitter Data (1st August 2019 – 1st
September 2021).
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NYT’s coverage of the Uyghur issue closely coincided with the state of US China
relations. For instance, coverage peaked around the times when the US imposed
tariffs on Chinese imports, and the highly contentious Alaska Talks between both
countries. This trend receded once US-China trade talks resumed in May 2021.
Data from Google Trends and Twitter for the keyword “Uyghur Genocide” and
“#UyghurGenocide”, follows a similar trajectory. It shows how greater US coverage of
the issue (for e.g., in NYT) led to greater public interest across the world around the
same periods.

Insight 2
There was a clear divergence between the NYT and other media outlets (non-US) in their
reporting of the Uyghur issue. NYT’s coverage of the issue was framed in a more
politico-economic context urging for sanctions against Chinese companies and ban
on imports.
TRT, AL Jazeera and Guardian on the other hand focused more on the humanitarian
side of the issue outlining daily struggles, and plight of Uyghur Muslims emphasizing the
victims more than the alleged perpetrators.
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Insight 3
Newspaper from different countries reported on the issue based on the strategic interest
of their own country.
Whereas all four newspapers analysed have highlighted the generally ‘negative’
aspects of this issue, they have nevertheless differed in the extent to what was perceived
by our algorithm as negative.
This could be explained by the fact that TRT and Al Jazeera showed negative sentiments
based on the ethnic and religious persecution of the Uyghur Muslims while the
Guardian took a more rights-based approach to criticize the incarceration of Uyghur
Muslims.
NYT reported mostly on US-China trade war in the context of Uyghur issue and argued
for increased sanctions, hence the decreasing classification of negativity.
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Insight 4
Similarly, an analysis of the most frequent used words shows that TRT and Al Jazeera
mostly talked about “religion”,“Islam”,“Muslims” while talking about the Uyghur Issue. The
Guardian focused on “international laws”,“human rights” and the UK’s role in addressing
the issue. The NYT focused on forced labor, concentration camps, surveillance through
cameras and response of American government.

Conclusion
1. Uygur issue has been discussed on the global media based on the national interest
of the respective countries.
2. US’s NYT coincided its coverage based on the US trade war with China on the Uyghur
issue.
3. On the Uyghur issue, the international media is essentially taking a state narrative.
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PROLIFERATION OF TERROR NETWORKS
ON TELEGRAM
01 Overview:
Telegram has recently become a preferred platform for terror networks to disseminate
violent and extremist content.
It has been monopolized by almost every major Terrorist network - while this platform was
already prevalent in The Middle East, it has started to achieve growing popularity amongst
South and Central Asian terror networks.
G5iO assessed the increasing prevalence of terror related channels, groups and the
violent content being posted on Telegram.
Telegram is enabling un-interrupted messages and extremist content propagated by terror
networks due to its lax censorship and reporting mechanisms.
Security features promoting anonymization have allowed terrorist/militant organizations to
exploit encryption features for internal coordination.

02 Methodology:
By undertaking a Critical discourse analysis of their digital behavior, we were
able to gauge the extent to which these channels engage in propaganda and
recruitment activities.
We looked at telegram channels of terrorist networks such as TTP/ IS-KP,
Al-Qaeda, and other regional terror groups.
The period analyzed ranged from 1st Jan 2021 to 1st July 2021

03 How Telegram benefits Terror Groups:
Lax censorship and reporting mechanisms
Ease of media sharing for recruitment purposes - Channels are a primary
source for uncensored videos, audio recordings and pdf documents – that are
then easily spread via more popular platforms such as WhatsApp (becoming
almost untraceable)
Almost all press releases, Facebook and Twitter accounts affiliated with these
networks have links to telegram channels where the bulk of their content is
hosted
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04 Extremist Content on Telegram:
Following Channels belong to various separatist and terror outfits that post extremist and
violent content freely on Telegram on a regular basis.

ﭘﯾﻐﺎم ﺳﺣر:
Al Qaeda affiliated channel w content
in Urdu
Focuses exclusively on anti – Pakistan
and anti-Western content for recruitment
purposes
Serves as a repository of old speeches
and videos of key AQ leaders

Hakkal:
Channel affiliated with Baloch
separatists (Hrbyar Marri Group)
Content includes pictures of attacks
and targeted military personnel (as
terror propaganda) and posters of
militants (for recruitment purposes)

Baloch Liberation Voice:
Channel affiliated with Baloch
separatists (Bugti Group)
Content includes videos of attacks on
military personnel and pictures of
kidnap victims and destroyed
infrastructure
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Umar Media (Telegram Bots)
Interactive pages that serve as a one
stop source for propaganda related to
Tehrik E Taliban Pakistan (TTP)
Includes instruction manuals,
ideological content on radicalization
and justification of anti-state terror
activities in English, Urdu, Pashto, Arabic
and Farsi
Focus is primarily on recruitment
purposes – particularly of Pashtun
youth

Below chart shows the top 20 external
online platforms used by extremists to
push violent content through telegram.
While majority of these platforms have
strict
censorship
and
reporting
mechanisms for violent terrorist related
content, major file sharing and more
open
source
platforms
such
as
archive.org and ok.ru still remain
problematic in terms of promoting safer
digital spaces
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را ِہ حق:
ISKP affiliated channel translating ISIS
related Arabic content from Middle East
into Urdu and Pashto.
Content includes training videos,
nasheeds and jihadi ideology
ISIS made videos showing youth fighting
in styles resembling video games (PUBG
etc)
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A STUDY IN PLATFORM MANIPULATION
A Case Study of Tehreek-e-Labaik Pakistan on Twitter

01 Overview:
In the light of recently leaked
“Facebook Papers” and Twitter’s study
showing their platform being used as
“megaphone for the right” have once
again reaffirmed that unregulated
social media in its current form and
shape has made it too easy for
miscreants
to
manipulate
the
platforms to influence public opinion.
Previous research on the topic of
platform manipulation informs us that
this issue is more prevalent in
non-Western countries where it is
exacerbated because of lack of
attention and compliance from social
media
companies.
In
this
background, we, at G5iO, undertook
an extensive study to examine how
certain right-wing actors (specifically,
Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan) openly
manipulate the social media platform,
particularly Twitter, and that too with
impunity.

02 Methodology:
In the pursuit of our aim, which is to
investigate platform manipulation, we
looked at four recent hashtags that
were trending between 19th to 24th
Oct on separate days. Three of them
were
which were run by Tehreek-e-Labbaik
Pakistan (TLP). The fourth hashtag
was #FATF which was selected just to
show how an organic trending topic
varies from those that are used to
push with certain malice. Researchers
used Twitter’s REST API to download
the data against all four hashtags.
The data scrapping yielded 322,999
tweets (including retweets) for the
three hashtags run by TLP, whereas,
26,491 tweets were downloaded for
#FATF, which amounts to the total
tweets posted with the said hashtag.
Hence, in total the following analysis is
based on 349,490 tweets across four
hashtags.

03 Insights
First, we aimed to highlight the tweeting frequency across each hashtag because in
doing so we intended to highlight the similar or varied pattern between different
hashtags. The following figures, illustrates the three hashtags that were run by TLP and
though each one was trending on different day but they follow similar pattern where we
see a surge at the early phase and as the day progresses it dies down. The similarity in
pattern reveals a concerted and coordinated effort to push certain narrative because at
the peak of a trending hashtag more than 400 tweets were posted in each minute which
equals to approximately 7 tweets a second.
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In contrast to that, the
conversation over the
decision of Financial
Action
Task
Force
(FATF) to keep Pakistan
in “grey list” spurred an
organic debate which
despite being 25% less
in number against any
of the above hashtags
managed to evolve at
its natural pace with
recurring crests and
troughs.

04 Feature Analysis
Next, we wanted to understand how different features of Twitter were being used to
amplify certain content and also how many people are actually involved in the
conversation. Following graph clearly points out the (in) organic nature of the different
hashtags under observation.
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Hashtags

#FATF

Total

Unique

Percentage

Tweets

Users

of

Number

Unique of

Percentage
of

Users

Retweets Retweets

107,392

12,022

11%

94,832

88%

107,762

14,127

13%

97,989

90%

107,839

10,193

9%

99,448

92%

26,491

17,049

64%

20,746

78%

The analysis at first points the sheer
volume of unique users participating in
the trends. On the other hand, the trend
#FATF has more than 64% unique users
engaged in the conversation. This
indicates few people excessively push
and amplify their narrative by
manipulating the platform which is
enabled by different affordances and
features of Twitter. In addition to the
users, looking at the percentage of
retweets further strengthen the
argument of inorganically amplifying
the conversation by utilizing one of the
features available by the platform.

05 User Analysis
In addition to features, we looked
at the users, specifically their date
of joining Twitter. We aimed to
understand, if TLP is creating new
accounts and using them to
amplify their hashtags or are there
long-term users also take part in
such polarizing and often inciting
conversations. The
following
visualization
compares
four
graphs each corresponding to the
hashtag under investigation.
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The results stemming from these graphs
are quite insightful. First, the three trends
run by TLP confirms the hypothesis that
before every campaign that they
launch, they make accounts in bulk
which of course are used for
amplification purposes but some of the
accounts that are left unchecked by
Twitter or don’t get banned continue
taking part in other similar campaigns
run by the TLP.
Furthermore, this points to an important
aspect that concerns the governance
of Twitter, i.e., taking down such
accounts that actively use their
platform in artificial narrative
amplification which according to its
policies is prohibited. Nonetheless, a lot
of such accounts continue to work
without facing any consequences. In
contrast, the FATF graph shows a
completely different picture where we
see a relatively stable growth of
accounts that were created over the
span of one year.
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06 Bot vs Human
In the end, we wanted to apply
supervised
machine
learning
techniques to understand if the
people involved in those hashtags
were either human or bots.
Therefore, we opted for a network
analysis approach to measure the
prevalence of humans and bots
across four trends.
In all network graphs, we took a
random sample of users in order to
understand the prevalence of
humans and bots. The red, orange,
and yellow dots classify a user as
more likely to be a bot.
Accordingly, the structure further
gives us clues to examine if the
activity on a certain hashtag was
either coordinated or not. The
close
connections
between
multiple nodes (circles) indicate
coordination.
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Another feature that makes TLP trends more of a coordinated platform manipulation is
the lack of sparsity of the network which in other words mean everyone or most of the
nodes (users) are linked to each other either through retweeting the same content,
having other people in their follower’s network or by liking tweets by users belong to the
same network. On the other hand, the FATF network looks very sparse with fewer
connections and more green and blue dots that indicate the prevalence of human-like
accounts (users).

Conclusion
1. Social media companies need to deploy more resources in preventing the
manipulation of their platforms
2. Platforms need to pay attention to non-English and international right-wing actors
3. It would serve them well if social media companies incorporate local laws and
governance structures in the countries they operate.
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